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"ere is a long-standing debate in philosophy and the social sciences about how selfishness and cooperation function in dyadic
social exchanges. Dyads are the foundation of our social lives, and reciprocity has long been considered the dominant strategy for
dyadic interactions. We will argue the repertoire of human behavior during social exchanges ranges from punishment to
generosity, and that the nuances of the relationship and interaction will dictate which behavior is likely to occur. We will examine
emotional consequences of punishment, reciprocity, and forgiveness in long-term dyadic social exchanges. Finally, we argue that
dyads move beyond reciprocity to a more forgiving, generous strategy to reestablish cooperation, and continue the relationship
when noncooperation arises, once the motivations shift has occurred.

1. Introduction

Beyond reciprocity: forgiveness, generosity, and punishment
in continuing dyadic interactions:

“. . . the life of man solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and
short. "e condition of man . . .

is a condition of war of everyone against everyone,”
"omas Hobbes.

“. . .No, it is better to be generous, and in the end more
profitable, for it gains gratitude for us and love,” Mark Twain
[1].

"ere is a long-standing debate in philosophy and the
social sciences about how selfishness and cooperation
function in social exchanges. "omas Hobbes professed that
man is an inherently selfish creature, and behavioral
economists have been operating off this assumption for
decades [2, 3]. Social exchange research, however, shows that
people often cooperate even when it does not seem to be
their immediate material advantage [2]."ese two schools of
thought seem to contradict each other, but human ten-
dencies toward selfishness and cooperation are not so simple

as to be bipolar. Whether a person behaves selfishly or
cooperates depends on a number of factors including the
individual’s general tendencies, group size, details of the
group members, details of the situation, as well as potential
benefits and costs [4–6]. "is paper aims to provide a more
thorough understanding of how various interaction dy-
namics affect cooperation and outcomes. We hope this
initial review of the literature encourages behavioral econ-
omists and psychologists to further explore the complexities
of dyadic relationships.

We first provide context by reviewing views of human
nature as either inherently selfish or cooperative. "en, we
examine how dyadic interactions (the foundations of social
interaction) and larger group interactions have different dy-
namics. "ird, we critically review interaction strategies from
the behavioral economics game theory literature. In particular,
we look at the material, social and emotional consequences of
punishment, reciprocity, and forgiveness in long-term dyadic
social exchanges. Finally, we investigate how humans change
their interaction strategies through the course of a relationship
(see figure one for our proposed model).
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2. Selfishness and Cooperation

"omas Hobbes [3] claimed that without strong govern-
mental influence or control, humans would consistently
behave selfishly. In game theory literature, selfishness has
been defined as the desire to maximize one’s own immediate
outcomes without regard for others or interpersonal realities
of extended interactions. Behavioral economists coined a
term for the person that acts this way: Homo economicus
[2, 7–11]. Homo economicus individuals follow a strategy of
near-constant defection in the hopes of maximizing personal
outcomes. In the context of the classic one-shot prisoner’s
dilemma game, in which two people have the option to
either perform cooperatively or selfishly based on their
partners’ actions, theoretically the best strategy for maxi-
mizing individual outcomes is to defect (allowing the de-
fector to keep all their own money and any money that their
partner gives to them). In reality, only a small number of
Hobbes-like individuals (7–8% of the population) act in this
manner [11].

One major problem with choosing constant defection as
a strategy is that it will likely inspire one’s partner to defect
also, either by leaving the interaction or punishing the
defector, making it costly for the defector [12, 13]. Another
major problem with constant defection is that if everyone
acts this way, outcomes will be worse for everyone involved
and threaten the long-term stability of the interaction
[14, 15].

Contrary to Hobbes’s assertion that all humans act like
homo economicus individuals, social exchange research has
demonstrated that most people do not always defect
[5, 10, 11, 15, 16]. "at is not to say that human behavior is
saintly. While there are individuals who consistently co-
operate, they constitute a small minority of the population.
Both consistent defectors and consistent cooperators suffer
decreased material outcomes in social exchanges [17–19].

"e true state of human behavior appears to be that we
are neither solitary devils nor altruistic angels. Rather, re-
search has determined in multiple settings that defection,
reciprocity, cooperation, generosity, and altruism are all part
of the human behavioral repertoire [6, 10, 20–23]. We are
not simple creatures limited to behaving in one way; we use
myriad behavioral strategies influenced by personal and
social preferences, circumstances, and external constraints
[24–26].

"e purely selfish homo economicus is an unsubstan-
tiated reductionist theory of human behavior, with imme-
diate self-interest as the primary goal and motivation. It does
not capture the complex nature of human psychology or
motivation [27]. It limits human dyadic relationships. It
discounts motives for acting contrary to personal material
outcomes, disregards how decision-making changes over
time, and does not consider the negative impact of self-
ishness on dyadic membership. Psychology has long rec-
ognized that a purely economic explanation for human
behavior is inadequate [4, 27–30]. "e fields of economics
and psychology need a more subtle understanding of dyadic
behavior that accounts for the complexities of human in-
teraction, such as how individual behavior is guided by

impression formation, relationship maintenance, emotions,
outcomes, and the decision-making processes. "e homo
economicus view of decision-making overlooks the dy-
namic, lasting, and complex nature of dyadic interactions
[27, 31].

3. Selfishness and Cooperation in Dyads
and Groups

Selfishness and cooperation function differently depending
on the size of the group. However, many behavioral
economists and psychologists do not yet acknowledge the
distinction and subsequently lack a subtle understanding of
dyadic interactions [32]. "ese differences reveal important
information about long-term human interactions. We in-
vestigate dyads in this paper not only because of their im-
portance to humans in daily life, but to emphasize how
various dynamics need to be studied more thoroughly. We
hope that by analyzing one type of relationship (long-term
dyadic interactions), we will show the benefits of under-
standing the subtle dynamics of specific types of relation-
ships. To do this, we will first talk about the importance of
the dyad as a social unit. We will then investigate how dyads
differ from larger groups and how they should therefore be
considered and studied separately.

4. The Dyad as a Critical Social Unit

Hobbes’s description of the human condition as solitary is a
fundamental flaw in his argument, as humans are inherently
social creatures who have developed numerous mechanisms
for maintaining necessary connections with others
[4, 27, 33–35]. Caporael and colleagues (2006 with [36])
argue that, in order to survive hostile environments, our
human ancestors had to form relationships and groups with
kin and nonrelatives alike to perform coordinated tasks,
such as food gathering and defense. Furthermore, what
Dawkins calls the selfish gene, [7] provides an inadequate
explanation for coordinated human behaviors because it
fails to account for the social and psychological motivations
that guide human behavior [4, 27]. Social groups cannot be
reduced to an aggregate, nor can behavior within a group be
explained solely based on the individual members’ self-in-
terest [4, 27, 37].What was necessary for human evolution in
a hostile environment is obligated interdependence
[4, 21, 37, 38], in which the behaviors that sustain the group
are critical for survival, and purely self-interested behavior is
potentially detrimental to basic survival. Sociality, more than
solitary self-interest, is necessary, as it fosters cooperation
and coordination essential for maximizing performance on
survival tasks [4, 22, 33, 34, 37–40].

Obligatory interdependence is cultivated within a variety
of groups, and each group develops specialized skills to
complete group-level tasks. Caporael [4] postulates there are
four “core configurations” of groups, differentiated by group
size and task: the macrodeme, the deme, the task group, and
the dyad. Macrodemes are large groups (n< 300) necessary
for the spread of language and knowledge. Demes (n≈ 30)
form our social identity and construct our shared reality or
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culture. Face-to-face or task groups help with coordinated
actions (such as hunting large game) that require specialized
skills, such as shared cognition, memory, and perception.
Dyads comprise two interacting partners whose primary
evolutionary purposes include reproduction, childcare, and
tasks related to basic survival, which help to maintain the
fitness of the larger group [4]. Dyads are a critical social unit
with different dynamics than larger groups and should
therefore be researched separately.

5. Dynamics of Dyads vs. Larger Groups

Modern dyadic relationships form the foundation of our
social interactions: parent/child, spouses, business partners,
boss/employee, pairs of friends, etc. "e meaning of the
familiar idiom “two’s company, three’s a crowd” emphasizes
how dyads are transformed when reassembled into larger
groups. Research focusing on the relationship between
group size and cooperation found that “three is a crowd”
when trying to maintain cooperation across time in a noisy
environment; the likelihood of cooperating after defection
was found to decrease for groups involving 3–5 individuals
when compared to dyads [41]. Furthermore, economics
research finds that groups larger than two are less likely to
cooperate [42–44].

Dyads differ from larger groups in cooperation (and
other behaviors) because the dynamics that exist in a dyad
are fundamentally different. In larger groups, individuals’
choices and behaviors may be masked by any number of
group-specific features. For example, in the provision of a
public good like National Public Radio, all group members
can consume the resource, but not all contribute to the
resource [28, 45]. A noncontributor’s choice can be masked
by uncertainty, group size, and anonymity [46–48]. Com-
pared to larger groups, dyads are unique in that all inter-
action is direct and lacks any ambiguity in regard to the
source of a behavior or action. However, that is not to say
there is complete transparency in dyads; ambiguity related to
motives, expectations, and circumstances may be present
[49]. "us, in order to maintain cooperative dyadic rela-
tionships long term, partners remain attuned to both their
own and the other’s behavior, while also seeking an un-
derstanding of what motivates a particular behavior and how
it influences the pair’s future behavior [26, 49–54].

It should be noted there is a range of dyadic relation-
ships, business partners, friends, and romantic partners.
While the context of these relationships is quite different and
influence by cultured in important ways, we rely on un-
derstanding dyads from an interdependence theory per-
spective. Specifically, we are utilizing an interdependent
analysis to understand the structure of the interactions.
Interdependence theory has been used to model interactions
between romantic partners [50, 54–58] and dyadic inter-
actions, in general [26, 53, 59].

Rusbult and Kelley [59] have argued that interdepen-
dence theory can be used to model moment-by-moment
decision-making in dyadic relationships, thus illustrating
how and why behaviors develop and continue and the forces
that shape them [26, 50, 53, 54, 57, 59, 60]. Kelley and

colleagues [59] theorize that behavior in a dyadic rela-
tionship result from each individual’s expectations of a
situation and the actual situation in which the interaction
occurs. Initially, individuals find themselves in a given sit-
uation (e.g., a negotiation) that places its own constraints on
behavior. "en, individuals can transform the given situa-
tion into an effective one through their own motives,
emotions, perceptions, and habits. For example, an indi-
vidual can engender trust to transform a zero-sum situation
(one gains, the other loses) into a nonzero-sum interaction
in which both can gain. If the partners have high trust, they
may be more willing to cooperate or compromise due to
faith in the others’ intentions [61–63].

In order to fully understand dyadic relationships, re-
searchers must be able to understand how interactions
transform over time. We must consider how past interac-
tions led to the present situation, and choices in the moment
lead to different situations in the future [56, 58, 60, 64, 65].
Homo economicus approaches every situation the same (as
an opportunity to procure resources immediately). For most
people, however, a given situation in an ongoing dyadic
interaction does not remain static but shifts due to previous
choices and decisions made by each partner. For example, a
person can start an interaction with reciprocal behavior,
become more generous due to some mutually trusting be-
havior, but then get angry and punish the other person
because they became uncooperative. It is crucial to note
these transformations after the initial interaction between
the members, as economists traditionally assumed a rela-
tively static psycho-behavioral strategy (homo economicus
or strong reciprocity) [66–68].

6. Specifics of Dyadic Interactions

Dyads are broadly responsible for tasks that require coor-
dinated action or the formation of exchange relationships
[26, 59]. During a coordination task, the two individuals
must coordinate their actions to achieve the desired out-
come. To give an example, say a spousal pair wants to clean
their home. If both individuals decide to wash the dishes,
then the laundry is left undone. If they coordinate their
actions, one can do the dishes while the other does laundry.
Alternatively, the dyad may face an exchange task, which
may be considered similar to a negotiation, as each indi-
vidual has some resource (tangible or intangible) to ex-
change with the other [26, 54, 59].

"e difficulty that dyads face is that during either of these
tasks, coordination or exchange, the members may either be
in agreement or disagreement about the possible outcome(s)
[26, 54, 59]. In interactions where each partner desires the
same outcome, conflict is less likely, and each partner will be
satisfied. However, if each partner has contrasting wants
and/or needs, a compromise is more difficult to establish,
resulting in contentious interaction and reduced overall
satisfaction. Returning to the previous example of the
spousal dyad, suppose washing dishes is perceived to be a
relatively easy household task, which may explain why both
individuals in the dyad wish to complete this task over the
less desirable laundry one. If the dyad is not in agreement,
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this will influence future interactions [26, 54, 59]. If in the
first week one partner does the less desirable task of laundry,
they will likely have to switch tasks the following week in
order to remain satisfied [57, 69]. "e situation and choices
available to each individual are greatly shaped by what has
happened previously and how motivated they are to remain
in the interaction [26, 53, 54, 59, 70].

At the onset of any dyadic interaction, whether it takes
place in the business world or in personal relationships,
individuals struggle to establish a pattern of behavior that
will encourage cooperation, reduce feeling disadvantaged,
and maximize outcomes, while simultaneously promoting
continuation of the interaction; if they do not succeed, the
relationship is unlikely to continue [71]. Each individual
monitors interactions to determine if needs are being met
and how the other individual makes choices [26, 53, 54, 59].
During these initial interactions, partners may sometimes
disagree about the outcome and face a choice between self-
interest and relationship-centered interest. Holmes and
Rempel [72] termed these early interactions diagnostic since
they provide both partners with information about the
other’s motives and greatly shape future interactions and the
overall relationship. Suppose a couple has met through an
online dating site and are trying to decide how to spend their
first date. Chris wants to attend a concert, while Tom
suggests a football game; if Tom is willing to concede and go
to a concert, it demonstrates a willingness to forgo his own
self-interest for Chris and the relationship [10, 73]. It signals
to Chris that Tom is not just interested in his own gains and
interest but considers Chris and the relationship in making
decisions and increases Chris’s level of satisfaction [73].
However, at this early stage of the relationship, Tom is not
committed enough to forgo his self-interest continually and
risk feeling disadvantaged, and he will end the relationship
unless during the next diagnostic situation Chris is willing to
compromise [69, 74–77]. "us, during the beginning stages
of an interaction, reciprocity of behaviors/choices may be
the norm.When both partners employ the rule of reciprocity
at the initial stage, they encourage cooperation and increase
the chance of an ongoing relationship.

7. Reciprocity and Its Achilles’ Heel

Reciprocity is responding in kind to the action of an in-
teraction partner, resisting noncooperation, and making
amends for harm done [78]. Reciprocity may have developed
over time as a specialized capability for dyads because it can
enhance and maintain the fitness of the dyad, and thus the
entire group. If a dyad develops a rule for behavior based on
reciprocity, this can have a long-term stabilizing effect on the
interaction and help dyads negotiate potentially risky early
interactions [72, 79].

"e rule of reciprocity pervades human interactions [78].
Research on topics as varied as attitude change, marketing,
economic behavior, political behavior, self-disclosure, and
close relationships have all demonstrated that individuals in
dyads follow the rule of reciprocity [78, 80–82]. "e per-
suasion literature, for example, has demonstrated that an
individual is more persuaded by someone who earlier

conceded to the individual’s persuasive argument than by
someone who did not concede [81]. Nonhuman primates,
our closest animal kin, also follow the rule of reciprocity with
regard to food sharing [83].

Much of the work on reciprocity comes from the ex-
perimental game theory literature, specifically two-person
mixed-motive games, such as the Prisoner’s dilemma (PDG)
or the Trust game [71, 84]. While some of the work on
reciprocity is based on simulations (e.g., [71, 85–87]), which
has limited external validity, our analysis relies on an un-
derstanding of the behavioral research (e.g., [15, 29, 88–92]).
"e prisoner’s dilemma and its variants were designed to
understand behavior in a setting where immediate personal
interests may be counter to long-term personal interests
and/or the best interests of the dyad [15]. Axelrod [71]
devised two computer tournaments in order to understand
which behavioral strategy was most effective in maximizing
outcomes during the classic PDG. Axelrod [71] designed a
multitrial simulated PDG and solicited strategies from ex-
perimental game experts across a number of fields. "en in a
round-robin format, each strategy played the 14 other
strategies, plus itself, and a completely random strategy. In
the first round of the tournament, tit for tat (TFT), or strict
reciprocity, was the simplest strategy and won the most
points on average during a 200-trial PDG. In the second
round of the tournament, Axelrod [71] put out a wider call
for strategies and provided the results from the first round of
the tournament to interested parties prior to the second
tournament. Sixty-two strategies were submitted and played
a multitrial PDG (number of trials was determined prob-
abilistically in order to avoid end game effects), in the same
round-robin format. Again, TFT was the clear winner with
the highest average score.

Compared to other strategies in the tournament, TFT
maximizes outcomes mainly because it is nice, forgiving,
clear, and retaliatory [71]. TFT begins each interaction with a
cooperative act, thus it is “nice.” It is easy to discern, thus the
pattern is “clear.” It is “forgiving” because it reacts to each
event individually, so past uncooperative behavior is for-
given. But if the other does not cooperate, TFT will retaliate
with noncooperation. "ese characteristics of TFT work to
maximize outcomes and ensure the social exchange will
continue, by increasing the benefit of cooperative behavior
and reducing benefits of chronic defection [88, 90, 93].
Unlike the other strategies, TFT has established that it could
not be taken advantage of (retaliation), while at the same
time signaling its willingness for mutual cooperation (nice
and forgiving). More selfish and less nice strategies, as well as
less selfish strategies, were less successful in the tournament
at maximizing outcomes and promoting mutual
cooperation.

Strict reciprocity is defined as “nice” because it begins an
interaction with cooperation, and it is never the first to
defect. During Axelrod’s tournaments [71], being nice was
one characteristic the top eight strategies shared in the first
round of the tournament. Being nice or cooperative at the
beginning of an interaction is important for impression
formation and increasing chances of mutual cooperative
actions over time. An initial act of cooperation reduces the
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amount of time individuals will take to reach 100% coop-
eration during a social exchange [94]. Also, choosing co-
operation at the outset increases the probability of mutual
cooperation and the probability that cooperation will last
throughout the interaction [88, 90]. If individuals choose to
defect at the onset of an interaction and then switch to
cooperation, they are less likely to elicit continued coop-
eration than those who cooperate at the onset. If the first act
is defection and is not followed by cooperation, this further
reduces the chances of continued cooperation [88, 90, 93].
Lount and colleagues [95] found that defection during the
first two trials of a PDG had a far greater negative impact on
cooperation than defection on trials 6 & 7, or 11 & 12 out of
30 trials. Niceness serves to signal a willingness to be co-
operative that influences the other’s impression of the in-
dividual as cooperative and trustworthy [88].

Further evidence for the power of niceness at the onset of
an interaction can be found in research on trust in zero
acquaintance interactions [29]. Dunning and colleagues [29]
examine trust as a basicmoral norm of behavior that leads to
initial cooperative behavior during the trust game between
zero acquaintances, individuals who will never interact or
meet, and remain completely anonymous. Dunning and
colleagues [29] state that a moral norm is an internalized
norm that does not require enforcement and demonstrates
respect for the other person’s moral character. During their
experiment, first responders in the trust game could choose
to keep or give their money ($5) to the second responder,
who, after the money was increased ($20), could keep or split
the money with the first responder. Homo economicus
choice models dictate keeping the money during the first
decision; however, most people did not keep the money, but
gave it to the second responder. "ey made the cooperative,
trusting choice initially in both the PDG and the Trust game.
"is not only provided the foundations for partner coop-
eration, but also allowed for potential relationship building
long term. A first responder did not want to communicate
she/he thought the second responder was untrustworthy or
lacked moral character and believed that keeping the money
would have implied this about the second responder.
Dunning and colleagues [29] argue that once the cooper-
ative/trusting choices are made, it can provide what Holmes
and Rempel [72] term “reciprocal reassurance,” and the
interaction has the potential to begin and to remain co-
operative, but without that initial trusting choice the in-
teraction may never even begin [72].

Responding in kind to cooperation, even after a period of
noncooperation, is equally as important as being nice.
Axelrod [71] recommends that individuals should forgo
envy by not worrying about others’ outcomes. "ey should
reciprocate cooperation with cooperation, regardless of the
previous noncooperative act/s. Envy can lead to negative
emotions that drive competitive behavior rather than co-
operative behavior, which will challenge the long-term
success of any human relationship [96, 97]. TFT is more
likely than less forgiving strategies to maximize outcomes
and to increase cooperation over time [71]. "e immediate
reciprocation of cooperation is important in changing the

long-term outcomes of an interaction, and for encouraging
future cooperation [90].

While cooperation promotes continued cooperation,
unconditional cooperation can be detrimental when ex-
ploitation is possible. TFT reduces the odds of exploitation;
unconditional cooperation is likely to promote exploitation
and the experience of being a sucker [17–19, 71]. One of the
reasons why strict reciprocity is successful is that it does
respond to defection with defection. Humans over time may
have adopted the reciprocity rule in part because it reduces
the chance of being exploited, thus avoiding the negative
emotional consequences of “feeling duped” [98].

Feeling like a sucker happens when a person feels they
were treated less than equitably in an interaction. Partici-
pants perceive the situation as inequitable because their
partner violated the rules of fairness governing the situation.
"is leads to a perception that the sucker has been taken
advantage of, partly as a result of the sucker’s own decisions
[98]. Effron and Miller [99] found that individuals avoid
making decisions when they could have their trust violated.
Individuals also experience more self-blame if their trust was
violated than when their trust was well placed. Even so,
individuals did not avoid all risky decisions, nor did they
become more risk averse due to a loss for other reasons, only
trust violations led them to be particularly risk averse. In
situations when an individual is duped by another, it can
lead them to have less motivation to cooperate. It can also
cause the sucker to perceive that their trust has been violated.
Individuals are highly motivated to detect chronic free riders
[100], and thus avoid the negative emotional consequences
of feeling duped, which include frustration, anger, and self-
blame.

While strict reciprocity is nice at the beginning of an
interaction and forgiving during an interaction, this does not
compromise its ability to react to noncooperative acts. By
responding in kind to acts of noncooperation, strict reci-
procity also reduces chronic noncooperation over the course
of an interaction [90]. Tit for Tat will remain effective at
maximizing outcomes and fostering ongoing interactions, if
cooperation can be maintained, which, we will see shortly, is
an important caveat in real world interactions.

8. The Downside of TFT

"e Achilles’ heel of TFT is a cycle of mutual defection
resulting from immediate retaliation, which reduces out-
comes and the chance for mutual cooperation in long-term
interactions. Since Axelrod’s tournaments, numerous re-
searchers have pointed out that TFT, i.e., strict reciprocity,
suffers a potentially fatal flaw in long-term interactions
[85–87, 92, 101]. TFT is a reactive strategy that makes it
impossible to change the course of a noncooperative ex-
change, which leads ultimately to lower outcomes for all
[85–87, 92, 101]. If one of the interaction partners decides to
test the other or the constraints of the situation by defecting,
a strictly reciprocal partner will retaliate, which may lead the
first partner to respond in kind. If both continue to use TFT
and reciprocate defection, and neither changes their
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behavior by taking a risk and cooperating, the interaction
will continue with mutual defection until it ends.

"e immediate reciprocation of retaliation can then
present a particular challenge to ongoing dyadic interactions
when the interaction or relationship is as or more important
than the immediate outcomes available. A cycle of retaliation
may reduce satisfaction in a dyadic interaction, reduce
overall outcomes, and lead one or both partners to exit the
interaction. If we are motivated to maintain a particular
relationship long term, strict TFT limits our ability to foster
and maintain long-term cooperation.

Because chronic defection can frustrate cooperation, it is
important to understand why people defect in the first place.
Defection may result from multiple factors, including in-
tentional defection, situational uncertainty, personal am-
biguity in continuous social exchanges, and incomplete
information. Van Lange and colleagues [92] have demon-
strated that when noncooperation is present, whether in-
tentional or unintentional, cooperation will decrease.
During a dyadic extended PDG, participants cooperated less
over time when noncooperation was present, entering a
defection loop [102].

Almost all social exchanges will, at some point, contain
intentional and/or unintentional noncooperation. Individ-
uals are not always able to discern the reason behind an
incident of noncooperation and may create attributions for
the behavior based on limited information that may reduce
the chance for cooperation [86, 103]. If both interaction
partners follow a strict reciprocal strategy, this can have a
detrimental effect on the outcomes and reduce their satis-
faction with the interaction [85–87].

8.1. Intentional Noncooperation. Intentional noncoopera-
tion can arise from a number of sources, including selfish
motives and concern for being exploited. Hobbes and some
behavioral economists [3, 7] contend that most human
interactions are guided by selfish motives to increase im-
mediate material outcomes without regard for the other or
environmental constraints. In some situations, self-inter-
ested motives do override the concern for others, and in-
dividuals do act in a selfish manner, such as in competitive
markets [104]. However, some individuals enter dyadic
relationships with more pro-social motives, which foster
more cooperative interactions [6, 23, 105]. Social value
orientation (SVO) describes how individuals vary on the
amount of concern they have for their own outcomes, their
partner’s outcomes, and the equality between themselves
and their partner [6, 23, 105, 106].

SVO specifies four types of individuals (though in
practice studies often measure only 2 or 3 types). "e “pro-
social individual” is of two types. One, often referred to as
“pro-social” or “cooperative,” is most concerned with
equality of outcomes, that each individual receives a fair
share. "e pro-social prefers cooperative interactions and
will behave as such until she interacts with a consistently
noncooperative partner. "e second type, the “altruist,” acts
to promote the welfare of the other above and beyond their
own welfare, even in the face of defection. “Pro-selfs” are of

two types and are less inclined toward cooperation. In
general, pro-selfs are oriented toward maximizing their own
outcomes. One type of pro-self disregards others’ outcomes.
"ey tend to maximize their own outcomes by not coop-
erating. "e second type of pro-self actively works to
minimize others’ outcomes."ese strictly homo economicus
(i.e., ∼100% noncooperative) individuals score higher on the
Levenson Self-Report Psychopathy Scale [11]. Pro-selfs are
one source of noncooperation within dyadic interactions,
but they only make up about a third of some sample
populations and are not always noncooperative
[10, 23, 106–108].

Sometimes, people are noncooperative because they do
not like feeling exploited. If individuals feel they have
somehow been taken advantage of, they may retaliate or not
cooperate to avoid the negative consequences of being used
[98, 104, 109–111].

If intentional noncooperation occurs during a reciprocal
dyadic interaction (no matter the cause), and TFT is the
dominant strategy, noncooperation will increase overall, and
it will be difficult or impossible for the two parties to regain
cooperation. However, most individuals are not predisposed
to begin interactions noncooperatively, or to act non-
cooperatively in general [6, 11, 29, 106].

In recent years, researchers have realized that nonco-
operation is not always intentional. Errors, misperceptions,
and uncertainty can lead to unintentional noncooperation or
perceived defection, which also decrease cooperation [92].
"ese unintentional causes of noncooperation significantly
affect the way that social dilemmas operate.

8.2. Unintentional Noncooperation. Axelrod’s tournaments
contain some situational elements that are not present in
most real-life interactions. In daily life, we rarely have
complete information, equivalent payoffs, perfectly executed
actions, and clear, unambiguous behaviors. Most real-world
dyadic interactions involve uncertain motives, imple-
mentation, information, or unequal outcomes. In addition,
most dyadic interactions may be occasionally susceptible to
what Bendor and colleagues [86] call exogenous shocks."ese
shocks are environmental features that increase uncertainty
within the environment, and about the other’s actions; they
in turn increase the likelihood of attributions that do not
foster cooperative behavior. For example, I may show up late
to an appointment because of traffic. Depending on my
relationship with the person, they may believe me and chalk
it up to random chance or, if it were an important business
meeting, consider me to be unreliable and not suitable to do
business. Situations like this are called “noise” in game
theory literature.

Simulations by Bendor and colleagues demonstrate that
when any form of uncertainty or “noise” exists during a
PDG, TFT fails to maximize outcomes as it did in Axelrod’s
tournaments. Bendor [85, 112] demonstrated through
modeling that TFT was suboptimal in stabilizing high levels
of cooperation in a noisy environment. Bendor and col-
leagues [86], following Axelrod’s PDG tournament model
but with the addition of noise (defined as random error),
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found TFT failed to win the tournament. TFTplaced 8th out
of 13 strategies determined by average points earned per
period. Kollock [87] similarly modeled his simulation on
Axelrod’s and using Bendor’s definition [85, 112] of noise,
designed a simulation in which the dichotomous choice
PDG was expanded, so that actors could choose from de-
grees of cooperation (0–10 points per trial) rather than just
Cooperate or Defect. Kollock [87] then varied the amount of
noise (±1–5) and when it occurred (0–100% of trials). He
also found that of the 6 strategies in the tournament, TFT
performed poorly against more generous strategies, par-
ticularly as the occurrence of noise increased.

"e simulation work of Bendor and colleagues
[85, 86, 112] and Kollock [87] is supported by behavioral
research on PDG variants. Van Lange and colleagues [92]
used an extended choice variant of the PDG (give-some
game) similar to the task in Kollock’s simulation."ey found
cooperation decreased when negative noise (unintentional
noncooperation) was present if participants interacted with
a TFT partner. Klapwijk and Van Lange [89] used an in-
novative parcel delivery task analogous to a sequential PDG.
"e parcel task involves taking turns delivering packages in a
virtual cityscape with closed streets and other disruptions,
which signified noise. Longer delivery time increased the
sender’s cost (€1.40 per second) but also increased the de-
liverer’s profit (€0.60). "e study demonstrated that when
interacting with a TFT partner, negative noise (both low
(25%) or high (50%)) significantly lowered cooperation
compared to when noise was absent.

Bendor [85] asserts the classic PDG lacks ecological
validity since it contains perfect information and moni-
toring. Incomplete information implies that an individual
lacks full information about their interaction partner’s
previous choices and outcomes. It is not a direct source of
unintentional noncooperation, but its existence allows for
misinterpretation of data, which reduces cooperation. In
Axelrod’s tournaments and behavioral studies of the PDG,
the availability of perfect information means (mis)attribu-
tions of behavior are unlikely [86]. Based on the results of his
simulation study, Bendor [85] concluded that imperfect
monitoring creates a harsher environment for TFT to
maximize outcomes over several trials. Bendor [85] con-
tends that when less than perfect monitoring is possible, this
can lead to difficulties in maintaining or fostering cooper-
ation, in part due to less benign attributions. Furthermore,
all of the behavioral studies found that benign impressions
and attributions of the TFT partner diminished when noise
was present [89, 91, 92, 113]. "e other person is more likely
to be seen as less cooperative and generous, while being
viewed as more greedy and selfish. "is decrease in benign
impressions is more likely to lead to retaliation [92].

Our understanding of the direct impact of (mis) attri-
bution on social exchange choices is unfortunately limited
and deserves further investigation. Even so, the decline in
benign impressions when negative noise is present suggests
that misattribution due to incomplete information can cause
unintentional noncooperation. In most real-world settings,
perfect information is rare and individuals struggle to un-
derstand the behavior of others through attributions.

Unfortunately, attributions rarely discern the true motiva-
tion or cause of a particular choice and are often less than
benign [114–116]. If I have invited a friend over for dinner a
couple of times but have yet to be invited over to her house
for dinner, I can attribute this lack of an invite to many
factors--she is busy, inconsiderate, or stingy. "e attribution
I make regarding her behavior will likely shape my behavior
toward her during our next interaction. Unfortunately, these
factors are likely to increase the occurrence of noncooper-
ation, which in a strictly reciprocal environment can
threaten outcomes and continued interaction. "e situation
becomes more uncertain if two individuals lack perfect
information or monitoring about the previous behavior of
the other or the other’s outcomes.

Another source of uncertainty occurs when choices are
truly continuous, and not dichotomous. Kollack [87] argued
that the classic PDG used in most laboratory studies of
dyadic interactions lacked a key element present in most
real-life interactions, namely the freedom to choose degrees
of cooperation, as opposed to absolute choices of either
cooperation or defection. Continuous dilemmas are situa-
tions in which individuals have a potentially countless range
of choices, which can be hard to reciprocate accurately and
can increase uncertainty [117].

"e problem of continuous dilemmas in dyads has not
been adequately investigated, but studies involving con-
tinuous resource dilemmas in groups and an experiment on
force reciprocation within dyads provide some hint at the
difficulties that may arise for participants in continuous
dilemmas. In experimental game theory, Herlocker and
colleagues [117] examined consumption behavior in a
continuous resource dilemma (not a dyadic interaction).
"ey were interested in whether individuals could accurately
consume part of a resource (spatial, temporal, or physical)
when the choices were continuous. "eir findings indicate
that individuals’ perceptions of resources are not well
calibrated. "at is, though they wanted to be reciprocal, they
took more than they realized. Whereas overconsumption in
the noncontinuous dilemma could be attributed only to self-
interest, here individuals overconsumed a continuous re-
source not only due to self-interest but also perceptual er-
rors. Participants were unable to accurately consume a
limited portion of the resource due to a perceptual error that
resulted in the noncooperative act of overconsumption. If
individuals in a dyadic interaction who are following TFT
made similar perceptual errors (either in judging their own
or the other’s behavior), over time this would lead to an
increase in noncooperation, a difficult cycle to break.

Neuroscientists interested in how physical conflicts often
rapidly escalate examined whether there is a neurological
factor in force reciprocation that gives rise to increasing
physical force. Shergill and colleagues instructed dyads to
reciprocate the same force finger press via a force transducer
to one another; in all cases the force escalated quickly [118].
In a second study, the researchers asked individuals to use
their left index finger to exert force on their right index
finger and then vice versa, and individuals consistently
overestimated the amount of force required to reciprocate
[118]. Perceptual errors in reciprocity are just one more
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realistic source of noise during dyadic interactions, and our
understanding of how perceptual error influences choices in
continuous dyadic interactions is virtually nonexistent.

9. Beyond Reciprocity

An individual enters into a dyadic interaction with an ex-
pectation of positive outcomes and acts in accordance with
his/her desired outcomes [26, 54, 59]. During the initial
stages of relationship development, individuals use their
experiences to forecast future outcomes and interaction
norms are established, guiding the choices and behaviors of
each individual [59]. In addition, each individual seeks an
understanding of what they can expect from the other; strict
reciprocity is a useful initial strategy to meet these goals [71].
If outcomes or the mutual rate of cooperation falls below
expected, individuals may choose to act noncooperatively
and/or exit the interaction during this stage. However, once
the pair establishes a pattern of cooperative behavior and
invests in the relationship, noncooperation can have dif-
ferent effects. It may lead to uncertainty about whether
outcomes will continue to meet expectations and remain
stable. Individuals have three choices when faced with a
noncooperative act after a pattern of cooperation has been
established: respond in kind to retaliate (i.e., TFT), punish
(give even less than the other or cause them some difficulty),
or forgive (continue at the level of cooperation that was
present before the defection).

TFT dictates that the individual responds to noncoop-
eration with noncooperation. Because of this inability to exit
a noncooperation spiral, TFT does not serve the purpose of
maintaining the dyad. "erefore, a behavioral shift needs to
occur in order to restore mutual cooperation. "is can come
about either through punishment, an attempt to reduce the
other’s noncooperation through negative consequences, or
through forgiveness. Punishment and forgiveness are meant
to induce a behavioral shift in the hopes of preventing a
negative reciprocity spiral.

10. Cost of Punishment

Punishment does sometimes increase cooperation. It goes
beyond strict reciprocity to reduce the other’s outcomes by
imposing external costs. Punishment signals that the indi-
vidual cannot be treated badly, which can relieve negative
emotions associated with being exploited. "e threat of
punishment and punishment itself can be used to decrease
noncooperation. From a purely homo economicus per-
spective, if an individual is solely interested in increasing
material outcomes and minimizing the negative conse-
quences of being used, punishment can be an effective
strategy. However, there are economic, emotional, and social
consequences for using punishment during a dyadic in-
teraction that can be detrimental to the continuation of the
relationship and outcomes.

10.1. Economic Costs. Axelrod’s tournaments [71] indicate
that of the nice strategies that did well in the first tourna-
ment, those involving the least forgiving performed most

poorly. In addition, noncooperation and retaliation had an
overwhelmingly negative effect on outcomes, as retaliation
breeds more retaliation, creating what Axelrod termed echo
effects. In the simulations conducted by Bendor and col-
leagues [86] and Kollock [87], namely punishing (unfor-
giving) strategies, VIGILANT, TFT-1, and TF2Tmin, were
not as successful at maximizing outcomes as TFT or more
forgiving strategies.

Rand and colleagues [119], interested in whether pun-
ishment reestablishes cooperation after defection and in-
creases outcomes, also conducted a PDG simulation in
which three choices were possible: to cooperate, retaliate, or
punish. Based on the results of the simulation, they con-
cluded that costly punishment does not promote the evo-
lution of cooperation in a PDG. In a repeated PDG
behavioral study, Dreber and colleagues [120] found costly
punishment was unable to restore cooperation, and average
payoffs were lower when punishment was used compared to
TFT style strategies, where defection is responded to with
defection and not punishment.

10.2. Social/Emotional Costs. Unfortunately, game theory
research on punishment focuses mainly on immediate
outcomes or short-term increases in cooperation [121, 122]
and overlooks the emotional and long-term interpersonal
consequences of using punishment. While these studies on
short-term punishment consequences constitute important
research, many of the most impactful relationships (social
and business) include emotions and require some level of
long-term cooperative stability. "erefore, understanding
the emotional and long-term social impact of punishment is
an important gap in the game theory literature.

Bandura [123] argues that punishment reduces the prob-
ability of maintaining an ongoing interaction because it in-
creases the likelihood of a negative psychological reaction to the
punisher, i.e., resentment or anger. In a multinational survey
study, Strimling and Eriksson [124] compared individuals’
perceptions of voluntary punishers versus nonpunishers within
a group. Respondents wanted to spend less time with punishers
and perceived punishers as angrier and less trustworthy than
nonpunishers. Respondents also felt that punishers created
worse morale than nonpunishers. Further research by Eriksson
and colleagues [125, 126] has demonstrated that individuals do
not view active punishment (the reduction of outcomes) to be
an appropriate moral action to take in response to an unequal
split of an ultimatum game payoff.

Not only do people dislike others who punish, but people
avoid punishing because they would dislike themselves.
Consistent with the findings of Strimling and Eriksson,
Rumble [127] measured the perception of punishers within a
dyadic carpooling dilemma that resembles a sequential PDG.
"e carpooling dilemma describes a situation in which two
students take turns driving each other to university in order
to save money on parking and fuel. One member of the dyad
has not picked up the other (1 day or 4 days or 16 days out of
36 days), and the other member could forgive or punish
(refuse to drive for 7 or 14 days). When the other member
chose to punish, regardless of level of noncooperation,
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participants had a less positive impression of the punisher
and were less likely to view the behavior as appropriate and
fair. In a second study, when individuals interacting with an
uncooperative other (TFT-1,TFT-5, or All Defect) during an
extended choice PDGwere given a chance to punish without
cost (to take away some of the other’s outcomes), only 12.5%
(8 out of 64 participants) did so, and only 11% (7 out of 64
participants) sent a negative warning or threat. Over-
whelmingly, when asked why they chose to send a positive
message (31 out of 64) or give the money (18 out of 64),
participants expressed the desire to be “a nice guy,” “gen-
erous,” and “kind.” "is study indicates that individuals are
concerned with creating and maintaining a positive self-
image and impression, and at least in this situation their
investment might not be high enough to warrant damaging
either by punishing the other.

In addition to damaging relationships and self-esteem,
punishment does not encourage long-term behavior change
and therefore requires consistent effort and sacrifice on the
part of the punisher. In seeking to understand how to shape
animal and human behavior, Skinner [128] examined the
influence of punishment as a method of decreasing un-
wanted behaviors. He ultimately argued that punishment led
to long-term avoidance of the aversive stimuli, not to long-
term behavioral change. Increases in cooperation as a result
of punishment seem to arise as a method for avoiding re-
peated punishment, but once the threat of punishment is
absent, noncooperation returns and continues. For example,
people slow down on the highway when there is a policeman
nearby but speed up again when consequences are no longer
a major concern [129–131]. Similarly, corporal punishment
for children can sometimes cause immediate compliance,
but is often followed by a host of negative consequences such
as increased aggression, increased antisocial behavior, and
lower levels of internalized morality [132]. While not a
dyadic interaction, research on public goods dilemmas
suggests that individuals sometimes seek evasion when
punishment is possible [133]. So, if one hopes to encourage
cooperative behavior without expending the effort to have a
constant threat of punishment, then the evidence suggests
that punishment is not an effective strategy.

Klapwijk and Van Lange [89] hint at other social/
emotional consequences of punishing strategies. "ey found
that those who use a stingy strategy (i.e., less nice than TFT)
were seen as less trustworthy and less moral than those using
strict TFT. In addition, messages of anger about PDG
choices can lead to reciprocated anger and a less positive
impression of the message sender [134].

"e costs of punishment are likely different in dyads and
larger groups. Yamagishi [48] asserts that the interdepen-
dency possible within dyads is not necessarily possible in
larger groups. "is may lead to different behaviors and
motivations to maintain cooperation over time, including
differences in how sanctions are used. For example, the
communication of anger (which could be seen as a threat of
punishment) during PDG is less likely to increase cooper-
ation than messages of disappointment [134]. In groups of
three, network reciprocity increases cooperation, but pun-
ishment does not [13].

Some behavioral economists argue for the existence of
“altruistic punishment” [135]. "is is when person A, who is
part of a group, punishes another person in the group even
though it is costly for person A. Some scientists believe that
because this type of punishment is costly, no selfish person
would ever punish, and thus making the behavior altruistic
[136]. Oddly, while it is currently called “altruistic pun-
ishment,” it seems to be motivated by negative emotions
more than positive ones and therefore might be more ac-
curately termed “costly punishment” [124, 135]. Regardless,
evidence shows that in group social dilemmas, the possibility
for costly punishment increases the likelihood of coopera-
tion [135].

If costly punishment were altruistically motivated, one
would expect a participant who is willing to undergo such a
cost to act altruistically in other scenarios. However, in one
study, altruistic punishers were no more likely to contribute
to the public good than nonpunishers [124]. In that same
study, punishers were given four scenarios in which to act. In
two scenarios, they could choose to contribute to the public
good themselves, with ten trials where they could punish and
ten trials where they could not punish. In the other two
scenarios they were assigned a partner who contributed to
the public good on their behalf, ten trials with and ten
without the opportunity to punish. When the participants
themselves could punish, they tended to punish when people
in the group gave too little. However, when the participants’
partners were contributing for them, they also punished
their partners when they gave too much. If these participants
were altruistically motivated, we would perhaps expect them
to punish their partners when they gave too little [124].

Similarly, if costly punishment were altruistic, one would
expect that punishment would be reserved for defectors and
therefore used to enhance group outcomes. However, par-
ticipants who were more likely to “altruistically” punish were
also more likely to punish their partners when they gave a lot
of their money, but not a little of their money [124, 125].
Along these lines, “altruistic” punishment correlates more
with trait anger than trait altruism [137]. Socially, the
reputation of altruistic punishers can diminish when they
punish, depending on the circumstances, while it seems that
choosing not to punish does not negatively affect a person’s
reputation [125, 138]. It seems that many of the disadvan-
tages of punishment are still present even when a punish-
ment is “altruistic.”

Although punishment systems may seem like they
should encourage cooperation, they in fact sometimes
compromise outcomes and cooperation. Individuals who
punish must be willing to accept not only the material costs
of punishment, but also the social and emotional effects. On
the opposite end of the spectrum lies reward. Reward can
also promote cooperation and is more likely to do so in long
term interactions [139].

11. Forgiveness and Its Advantages

As relationships develop, an individual’s motives shift from
concern for personal outcomes toward concern for the other
and, perhaps even more importantly, toward the
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maintenance and continuation of the relationship
[26, 54, 59]. Close relationships research has found that at
early stages wemonitor interaction and our partners’ choices
to gain insight into their motivations [72]. If our partner
demonstrates they are willing to forgo their self-interest,
either for our own or the good of the relationship, we are also
more likely to do the same, and subsequent interactions
become more satisfying for each partner. "is marks a shift
in behavior away from self-concern toward concern for
others, a critical shift in continuing relationships of all
varieties [57, 69, 140].

"is does not mean that all defection or continued
defection is not reciprocated, just that occasional forgiveness
and generosity help to maintain the stability of long-term
continuing relationships. A behavioral shift to a more
generous reciprocal strategy is most likely to maximize
outcomes and promote the long-term maintenance of co-
operation in a dyadic relationship. "is strategy involves
forgiving occasional noncooperative acts, regardless of
whether they are intentional or unintentional, and avoids the
Achilles’ heel of TFT and the costs of punishment. In Mark
Twain’s words “. . .it is better to be generous, and in the end
more profitable. . ..”

In game theory, forgiveness is often defined as “resisting
retaliation.” "is definition is based on the assumption that
humans are like homo economicus. If we are all selfish, then
our initial impulse to defection would be to retaliate. For-
giveness, then, could only come about through resisting this
impulse. However, we have seen that selfishness is not the
de-facto motivation or conduct during interactions. As far as
we know, there have been no studies that investigate whether
or not retaliation is, in fact, the pervasive emotional response
to defection.

Retaliation may not be the de facto response to defection.
People respond to defection with forgiveness when they feel
empathy [102], and when they interact with in-group
members [141, 142]. "ere are certainly times when the
impulse to retaliate is absent. Also, punishers are not viewed
positively in groups [143], and punishment is more tied to
anger than to altruism [137], and cooperation is a common
occurrence, even in the face of defection. It seems unlikely,
then, that humans evolved in such a way that we have to
expend energy in order to maintain such a common thing as
forgiveness.

It seems more likely that forgiveness sometimes involves
actively resisting retaliation and other times is more natural.
However, studies on the motivation of forgiveness seem to
be absent in the literature. "at is why we prefer a more
behavioral definition of forgiveness. “Resisting retaliation”
infers this yet unconfirmed internal processes motivating
forgiveness. “Returning to previous levels of cooperation”
makes fewer assumptions about the forgiver’s internal state,
while still accurately describing the behavior in question.

Forgiveness is choosing to act generously or coopera-
tively in the face of defection. Generosity is the act of giving
to another person more than they have given you and can
occur independent of forgiveness and without expectation of
receiving anything in return [92, 102]. Generosity does not
have to be very large to affect the interaction; simply

continuing to act cooperatively following noncooperation is
an act of generosity. For example, if two roommates al-
ternate nights doing the dishes, and one individual skips her
night to do dishes, the other roommate can act generously by
just doing the dishes the following night rather than skipping
a night (retaliation). When an individual forgives the other
for noncooperative action and acts generously, she has
moved beyond strict reciprocity, TFT. By forgiving and then
acting generously, she increases the length and profitability
of the relationship more than if she had retaliated or
punished. In addition, once a cooperative relationship has
been established and concern for the other and the con-
tinuation of the relationship take precedence over concern
for personal outcomes, moving beyond TFTwith forgiveness
and generosity are more likely to serve these goals.

Simulations and behavioral research demonstrate that
when uncertainty or noise exists in the environment, TFT
and punishing strategies do not maximize outcomes
[86, 87, 101, 112, 120]. Given that TFT was found to be
ineffective in a noisy PDG, the primary goal of the simu-
lation research by Bendor and colleagues [86] was to de-
termine whether there were other strategies better suited for
noisy environments. "ey concluded that more generous
strategies, such as Nice and Forgiving (NICE), which would
only retaliate if the other’s level of cooperation dropped
below a maximum cooperation level of 80%, were best suited
for a noisy environment. NICE had the highest average per
payoff period (17.05), compared to TFT (15.00) and VIG-
ILANT (8.99). In addition, neither TFTnor VIGILANTwere
able to reduce the echo effects of noise over time and suffered
greater reductions in the first half of the interactions due to
noise, compared to more generous strategies.

Using his extended choice PDG, Kollock [87] proposed
that more relaxed strategies like TFTmax2 or TFT+ 1,
compared to more restrictive or punitive strategies like TFT,
TFTmin2, or TFT-1, would perform better in noisy envi-
ronments. In fact, as the occurrence of noise increased from
0 to 40%, the difference between TFT2max and TFT+ 1
performance increased in comparison to more restrictive or
punitive strategies. However, this advantage was lost as noise
increased from 80 to 100%, and all strategies performed
about the same. "e simulation results by Rand and col-
leagues [119] illustrate that when the cost of cooperation is
less than punishment, generous strategies prevail, and when
the cost of punishment is higher, cooperative strategies
prevail. Regardless, winning strategies did not use costly
punishment in an effort to restore cooperation. Results from
simulations research support the argument that generous or
relaxed reciprocal strategies perform better than punishing
strategies in non-noisy environments, and better than TFT
and punishment in noisy (more realistic) environments.

Behavioral research by Dreber and colleagues [120]
examined the use of costly punishment in a non-noisy PDG
and found that punishment performed more poorly than
both mutual cooperation (if possible) and turning the other
cheek (resisting retaliation and punishment in response to
noncooperation). But Van Lange and colleagues’ (2004)
research on the influence of negative noise in an extended
choice PDG provides themost definitive answer to whether a
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generosity is preferable to TFT. When participants inter-
acted with a TFTpartner and noise was present, cooperation
decreased compared to when no noise was present; but when
participants interacted with a TFT+ 1 partner, cooperation
did not decrease when noise was present. Similarly, Klapwijk
and Van Lange [89] found that when participants interacted
with a generous partner during the parcel delivery task when
noise was present, cooperation was higher than when
interacting with a TFTpartner, or a more stingy partner."is
behavioral evidence supports the simulations’ evidence that
generous or relaxed reciprocal strategies perform better than
punishing strategies in non-noisy environments, and better
than TFT and punishment in noisy (more realistic)
environments.

12. Beyond Reciprocity: Mechanisms That
Promote Generosity

Caporael’s argument that we are social creatures whose
communal behaviors help us adapt to hostile environments
stands in direct contrast to the Hobbesian view of every man
for himself [4]. Dyadic relationships suffer reduced out-
comes and shorter durations if we all follow a purely self-
interested Hobbesian or strictly reciprocal strategy. "e
preceding sections demonstrate that forgiving and acting
generously improve outcomes and cooperation more than
punishment or retaliation.

Forgiving and acting generously require corresponding
motivation. Cialdini [144] argues that when we act for the
benefit of another it is because our self-concept has shifted to
include the other person. We begin to incorporate the other
person, the relationship itself, and the benefits of that re-
lationship within our self-concept. "is allows our con-
ception of self-interest to include the other’s interests, thus
fostering forgiveness and generosity [144]. Batson, on the
other hand, suggests that altruistic concern for the other is a
common human capability. One’s concern for the other
individual and the relationship motivates her to forgive and
act generously [145].Whether forgiveness and generosity are
selfish or altruistic, they arise based on an adjustment of
motivation (except for the small percentage of people who
are behaviorally pure altruists).

In their research on one of the most fundamental dyadic
relationships, romantic couples, Rusbult and colleagues [58]
have used interdependence theory to understand shifts in
motivation during the course of a romantic relationship.
One aspect of this theorizing addresses how a dyad develops
pro-relationship motivation, or the motivation to benefit the
partner or relationship by resisting retaliation and forgiving.
Holmes and Rempel [72] discuss how dyads in the early
stages of a relationship face diagnostic situations, where their
self-interests are in competition. During these situations,
commitment and trust are built if each partner is willing to
forgo personal interest for the sake of the relationship or the
other person.

Rusbult and colleagues [58] contend that forgiveness and
resisting retaliation for noncooperation eventually become
automatic behaviors. "is does not mean retaliation never
occurs and is always resisted. In the interest of the

relationship continuing and concern for the other, we
balance our interests against the interests of the relationship
and the other.

Pro-relationship motivation may develop in other types
of dyadic interactions over time, but more research is needed
to fully explore this dynamic in nonromantic dyads. Re-
search on close relationships and social value orientation
have demonstrated that other-oriented or partner-oriented
motivations do exist in nonromantic dryads [6, 12, 146], but
how they develop and grow is not as well understood in
game theory.

12.1. Trust. "e development of trust between two indi-
viduals helps to maintain cooperation over time. It helps
individuals navigate risky situations, such as when outcomes
are unequal or when noncooperation occurs. Early in a
dyadic interaction, individuals can face diagnostic situations
in the form of trust and strain tests [72, 147]. "e first in-
teraction between individuals is a form of trust test and
occurs when two individuals make choices that forgo im-
mediate self-interest (defection) in favor of mutual coop-
eration [29]. When individuals forgo the self-interested
choice during a trust test, it signals to the other a desire to
connect and work toward mutually rewarding outcomes
[147, 148]. Trust is built over time as individuals make re-
peated, mutually cooperative choices [147, 148]. TFT helps
individuals navigate their trust test by ensuring mutual
cooperation at the onset of an interaction.

As the interaction develops, dyads may face strain tests,
in which individual interests are not aligned. In these sit-
uations, mutual cooperation has either been violated or
cannot resolve the situation. Strain tests are conflicts of
interest in which trust must be built through more generous
behavior. Strain tests require that one individual sacrifice
personal outcomes in the short term for partner or rela-
tionship-based interests to build trust and maintain coop-
eration [63].

To navigate either trust or strain tests and maintain
cooperation, individuals must balance the need to connect
with the desire to protect themselves from exploitation [148].
Murray and Holmes’ [148] model of mutual responsiveness
discusses how romantic couples demonstrate the desire to
connect and resist the desire to self-protect, which increases
trust and commitment. A similar model could be extended
to all dyads, since similar processes occur as any dyadic
interaction develops and struggles to maintain cooperation.
A central premise of Murray and Holmes’ [148] model
asserts that trust is central to promoting mutual cooperation
and deterring self-protection. Trust develops through in-
teractions that demonstrate the other’s willingness to make
mutually cooperative choices and resist immediately self-
interested choices.

In the Murray and Holmes’ model, trust reduces the
likelihood of being replaced by another, in that alternative
interactions are less attractive. While this is an easy as-
sumption to make when considering exclusive romantic
relationships, it also has some applicability in nonromantic
relationships. Dyads of all varieties form in part due to some
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unique combination of features that may or may not be
achievable with an alternative partner. Even if there are
possible alternatives, the value of an established mutually
cooperative pattern of behavior may reduce attraction to the
alternative.

As dyadic interaction develops, individuals form rules
(if, then statements) that govern choices during strain tests
[148]. For example, Lewicki and colleagues [149, 150] argue
that the level of trust dictates behavior during these inter-
actions. In deterrence-based trust, individuals are unsure of
the other. "ey rely on behavioral monitoring, retaliation
and punishment to ensure cooperation. TFT, or strict rec-
iprocity, is the behavioral marker of deterrence-based trust
at the beginning of an interaction. Once individuals move
beyond this stage to knowledge-based trust, they are more
likely to be tolerant in ambiguous, low risk strain tests and
act generously toward momentary noncooperation."ey are
able to resist retaliation and punishment because their
knowledge-based trust allows them to rely on their
knowledge of past cooperation to predict that their partner
will again be cooperative in the future. However, knowledge-
based trust does have its limitations. Individuals may be less
likely to cooperate or resist retaliation and punishment in
high-risk situations or with continued noncooperation.
"ese types of situations prime self-protective tendencies. If
a relationship has higher levels of trust (Identity-based
trust), the partner is less likely to self-protect in the face of
noncooperation. Because they have internalized the other’s
wants and needs, they are more likely to forgive or ac-
commodate noncooperation and less likely to retaliate or
withdraw. Cooperation in high-risk situations garners
goodwill and clearly communicates a desire to connect, but
at a potential cost, and is probably not sustainable.

12.2. Empathy. Empathy, another mechanism that pro-
motes generosity in relationships, is adopting a person’s
perspective and having understanding they are worse off
than typical. It has been shown to increase helping behavior.
Batson and Ahmad [151] found that in one-shot experi-
mental games, participants in the empathy condition were
more likely to be cooperative, even with a noncooperative
other, than in the no-empathy condition. Further, Rumble
and colleagues [102] found that individuals who were in-
duced to feel empathy for the other person acted more
generously and were able to overcome the potential detri-
mental influence of noise (unintentional noncooperation) in
a repeated, extended choice PDG, though it was less suc-
cessful at motivating generosity when the noncooperation
was intentional.

One way empathy may motivate generosity is by
changing the types of attributions made regarding a non-
cooperative act [102]. Benign attributions for noncoopera-
tive behavior could lead to more forgiveness and less
retaliation, ultimately avoiding negative reciprocity spirals
[85, 86, 92]. "e influence of attribution type on cooperative
behavior is not very well understood, other than as a sec-
ondary variable or through indirect evidence and is clearly
an area that requires more research.

12.3. Group Membership. Relational-self orientation, or the
degree to which an individual’s self-identity is defined by his
relationships with others, may also influence whether or not
an individual is likely to resist retaliation. Chen and col-
leagues [152] found that reciprocity in situations that was
negatively inequitable to the individual depended on the
relationship type and relational-self orientation. Individuals
who interacted with close others reacted less negatively to
inequitable outcomes, and individuals high on relational-self
orientation also responded less negatively.

Group membership can also influence whether we re-
spond cooperatively or retaliate to noncooperation or de-
fection [153]. If two in-group members are interacting and
one of them defects (acts noncooperatively), the other is less
likely to retaliate than if two members of different groups are
interacting [153]. When we interact with in-group members,
we are likely to assume continuing interactions, and there is
a motivation shift away from self-concerns toward group
concerns. On the other hand, we are more likely to expect
interactions with out-group members to be short-lived and
are less likely to shift away from our own concerns. What is
interesting about the above study is that although individ-
uals had negative feelings toward the in-group noncoop-
erator, they still cooperated. "e finding indicates that
motives shift during these interactions, and individuals are
willing to incur costs with group members.

In addition, Yamagishi and colleagues have argued that
individuals intuitively assume that a system of generalized
exchange, in which one’s cooperation toward a member of
the system is reciprocated by another member, is established
in their group [154, 155]. As such, individuals expect that
cooperation with other in-group members would be ben-
eficial in the long run and are, thus motivated to do so.
Moreover, since other in-group members share the same
expectation about within-group cooperation, individuals
expect other group members to display cooperation rather
than defection. Previous empirical studies have robustly
demonstrated that the assumption of the within-group
generalized exchange is a strong driver of cooperation
[154, 156, 157]."is further suggests that groupmembership
may function as a buffer against social noise; given that in-
group cooperation is beneficial, and people expect other in-
group members to act cooperatively by default [154], it
would be likely that individuals see selfish behavior of an in-
group member as unintentional rather than intentional one.
"erefore, shared group membership would encourage
forgiveness.

12.4. Emotions and Heuristics. Numerous researchers have
argued that the role of social or moral emotions in en-
couraging cooperative behavior has often been overlooked
and deserves more research [158–160]. De Francisco [158]
contends that social emotions must be considered when
examining cooperative behavior, since emotions are in-
volved in moral judgements and are used to make judge-
ments about fairness and reciprocity. DeSteno and
colleagues [159] call for a richer understanding of the role of
emotions in exchanges. "is would not involve
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understanding not only how we put off the gratification of
fulfilling our immediate self-interest, but also what we gain
from the strategic long-term self-interest of cooperative
relationships.

Social and/or moral emotions can promote cooperation
and generosity beyond a consideration of self-interest. Pro-
social emotions, such as empathy, love, or gratitude, can
foster cooperation.Wemay cooperate or act generously with
someone for whom we feel empathy even when we lose
tangible outcomes. We do this not as part of a strategy to
gain later but just because we feel a particular pro-social
emotion. DeSteno and colleagues [159] argue that gratitude
(and possibly other pro-social emotions) stabilizes ex-
changes and promotes long-term interactions by fostering
cooperation and generosity. Algoe and Haidt [161] suggest
that different pro-social emotions have different, but simi-
larly pro-social, effects on behavior. For example, although
both are responses to moral excellence, elevation encourages
pro-sociality and affiliative behavior, while gratitude em-
phasizes improving relationships with benefactors. Other
social emotions, such as shame, guilt, or anger, may also
influence cooperation and must also be understood.

Intuitive cognitive processes may support cooperation in
daily life. Heuristics are cognitive short-cuts we use to help
us make decisions in a complex world and are beneficial to
maneuvering through our daily lives [162]. "e social
heuristic hypothesis (SHH) contends that under time
pressure, cooperation is the default in social interactions for
naı̈ve participants (i.e., participants lacking previous expo-
sure to experimental games), not self-interested behaviors
[162]. Rand and colleagues [162] maintain that in everyday
life we are more likely to react to situations using intuitive
processes based on prior experience, as opposed to reflexive,
thoughtful processes, and our intuitive processes favor co-
operation."e contention of Caporael and colleagues [4, 35]
that we evolved in a group-based society where group in-
terest held precedence over pure self-interest supports Rand
and colleagues’ [162] assertion that we intuitively tend to
cooperate rather than act selfishly.

12.5. Culture. Finally, it is worthwhile noting that cultural
and ecological factors may navigate responses to defection in
dyads. Eriksson et al. [138], for instance, have found that
individuals in different cultures have differing perceptions of
the appropriateness of different types of punishments. "is
suggests that there would be cultural variations in how
people think they should respond to defections, retaliation,
punishment, or forgiveness. Moreover, one of the ecological
factors which might be particularly relevant to the issue is
relational mobility [163]. Countries and societies of high
relational mobility offer individuals an abundance of op-
portunities to find new people and form new relationships.
Contrastingly, individuals in countries low in relational
mobility, given a dearth of social opportunities, individuals
tend to form closed and committed relationships with
others. "us, individuals often remain in the same rela-
tionship. Cultures high and low in relational mobility, thus,
substantially vary in the degree to which individuals find it

easy to exit an undesirable relationship and start seeking a
new one. "is suggests that forgiveness, which allows dyads
to keep the relationship after defection, may be a likely
option for those in societies low in relational mobility. In
contrast, those in societies high in relational mobility may be
more likely to opt for retaliation and punishment than those
in societies low in relational mobility, which leads them to
leave the relationship. "erefore, it would be of vital im-
portance to consider the potential cultural variations in
order to understand how individuals respond to defection.

13. Toward an Understanding of
Dynamic Interactions

Many questions remain concerning the psychological pro-
cesses that influence the dynamic interactions that dominate
our daily lives. Dyadic interactions deserve a more nuanced
examination than those of the reductionistic, homo eco-
nomicus view, and the behavioral economists’ outcome-
based investigations. Self-interest and material outcomes are
just two aspects of any interdependent interaction, but there
are many other emotions, cognitive processes, and moti-
vations that shape dyadic relationships."ese diverse aspects
of our interactions function differently through time.
"erefore, timing is another aspect of relationships that
needs to be incorporated into our study of their dynamics.

A visit to my local butcher is a dyadic exchange, money
for steak. However, that does not describe the full and
dynamic nature of our interaction. Yes, I pay money and
receive the steak, but I also have a conversation with the
butcher that connects me to the exchange and is personally
satisfying beyond my purchase. In addition, the butcher can
gain through the conversation both personally and mate-
rially. She may feel that conversations with customers build
social connections that add to her satisfaction with daily life.
Also, good conversation, a high-quality product, and gen-
erous portions may cause me to promote her business
(which remains unknown to the butcher). Both the butcher
and I gain from the interaction in both tangible and in-
tangible ways, even within an uncertain environment. Do I
expect to receive exactly the same service and conversation
each time I shop at the butcher? Certainly not. At times the
butcher will be too busy to talk. Do I stop going to this
butcher because of this? Certainly not. Over the course of the
relationship, I look at both the tangible and intangible
outcomes and assess whether or not I should continue to
patronize this butcher. An interaction is just that: interactive
and dynamic. As we interact with each other, the butcher
also undergoes similar psychological processes and reacts to
me.

Up to this point in our paper (and in the game theory
literature), we have focused on single strategies to model
human interactions. "is is a fundamental limitation to
seeking a more accurate understanding of relationship dy-
namics. Dyadic interactions in the real world rarely rely on a
single strategy to guide behavior. Instead, dyads move
through interaction styles, seeking to balance competing
motivations and demands by using dynamic strategies that
evolve over time. Here is a brief look at what research
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suggests about how relationships shift over time (see
Figure 1).

13.1. Beginning. Strict reciprocity, TFT, is particularly useful
at the onset of interactions because it simultaneously en-
courages cooperation and protects against exploitation. TFT
helps dyads build mutual cooperation at the beginning of the
interaction. Mutual cooperation helps dyads build trust,
successfully negotiate trust tests, and begins to shift moti-
vations from self and self-protection to the other and the
interaction. But if noncooperation occurs during this stage,
it is more likely to be reciprocated to avoid exploitation,
since trust is nascent. A noncooperative spiral will likely
occur, and both parties may choose to exit the interaction.

13.2. Middle. Once a pattern of mutual cooperation and
knowledge-based trust has developed, individuals will be
more motivated to continue the interaction, and alternatives
will appear less attractive. But as the interaction develops,
the risks of noncooperation and conflict of interest increase.
To reestablish/maintain cooperation, dyad members can
choose from several strategies. "ey can continue to use
TFT, though evidence suggests that TFT is unlikely to en-
courage cooperation in the face of noncooperation."ey can
punish noncooperation, but theymust consider the material,
emotional and psychological consequences. "ey could also
act noncooperatively (possibly motivated by self-protection)
when facing conflicts of interest, which would also under-
mine continued cooperation. Finally, individuals can rely on
partner/relationship focused emotions to help shift the dyad
to a more forgiving, generous strategy that accommodates
occasional noncooperation and increases the likelihood of
continued cooperation.

Amore generous, dynamic, reciprocal strategy allows for
occasional noncooperation, and involves reciprocal sacrifice
and continued cooperation. Dyads who were able to es-
tablish a new mutually cooperative interaction using TFT
will be able to maintain that valued interaction through this
dynamic, generous strategy. Generous reciprocal strategies
maintain cooperation in the face of noncooperation and

conflicts of interest. "ey also prevent exploitation by only
resisting retaliation for occasional noncooperation, thus not
being a “sucker.”

13.3. End. If an interaction continues long term, the indi-
viduals may face periods of noncooperation due to shifting
circumstances, or there are signals the relationship is ending.
How long an individual is willing to tolerate extended
noncooperation depends on her commitment to the rela-
tionship, the accessibility and quality of alternative inter-
actions, and attributions for the noncooperation. If
commitment is weak, the individual will be more motivated
to retaliate or exit the interaction. Attractive alternatives may
also lead the individual to exit the interaction or retaliate
(although this may be resisted to avoid social impression
consequences) [76]. If few alternatives exist, a combination
of retaliation and punishment may be used, not necessarily
to reestablish cooperation, but to assuage negative feelings
associated with being duped [98]. Benign attributions are
less likely to lead to retaliation and punishment than neg-
ative attributions. For example, people may be less likely to
retaliate if noncooperation is the result of financial or
personal hardship than if the other person seems to be acting
selfishly. However, long term ongoing noncooperation will
not be tolerated, and retaliation will occur. In addition, if one
of the partners becomes consistently noncooperative, the
other may assess alternative interactions and leave for a
better alternative. Or if few alternatives exist, a combination
of retaliation and punishment may be used, not necessarily
to reestablish cooperation, but to assuage negative feelings
associated with being a sucker.

14. Conclusion

Dyadic relationships are dynamic interactions that dominate
our daily lives. In this paper, we provided evidence that
human interaction is more than a constant search for
maximizing outcomes and satisfying self-interest. Most of
our social life is spent interacting with a single other indi-
vidual, and thus the importance of these interactions must be

TFT Establishes cooperation

TFT/
Retaliate

Noncooperation 
&

Exit relationship

Punish
Anger/

Noncooperation
&

Exit relationship

Forgive/
generosity Re-establishes cooperation Relationship

continues

Intentional or 
unintentional 

noncooperation

Time

Figure 1: Model of Dyad interactions.
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reflected in close relationships research. "e basic structure,
dynamics, purpose, function, and challenges of dyads are
inherently different from those of groups. "e diffusion of
responsibility and blame present in groups does not exist in
dyads, where accountability is more transparent. What is
unclear is not the source of the noncooperation, but the
motivation behind it. In situations like this, attributions are
particularly important for future interactions.

Social emotions, heuristics, and motivations all guide
behavior in dyadic interactions, and appropriate strategies
canmaintain stability of cooperation to preserve an ongoing,
profitable interaction. Self-interest does not dominate our
dyadic interactions, and reciprocity and punishment have
limited usefulness. Instead, we are creatures who intuitively
understand Mark Twain’s assertion that to forgive and “act
generously will be more profitable. We will gain gratitude
and love.”
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